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Abstract
Presented below is a cell mount for two lenses that are 16” in diameter and made of Fused Silica.
They are referred to as the test plate and the illumination lens. Each lens will be held to the cell
with six stainless steel flexures. The flexures will be attached to pucks bonded to the lens edge
and clamped onto the cell wall. The RMS slope error on the concave side of the test plate is less
than 10 nm/cm, and meets all other requirements as requested.
Requirements Review
Table 1: System Requirements

Requirement
RMS Slope Error
(Concave side of test plate)
Alignment of Two Lenses
Separation of Two Lenses
Interface

Value
<10 nm/cm
Position: 100 µm
Angle: 1 mrad
10 mm nominal
100 um tolerance
3 access points around cell needed for feeler
gauge
Cell will sit within another cell on roller balls in
kinematic grooves

This assembly is being used in a lab, so it will operate only at room temperature. Preliminary
error budget for the RMS slope error includes 2 nm/cm for the self weight deflection and 9
nm/cm for the error due to mounting. This gives an RSS of 9.21 nm/cm.
Design Concept
The illumination lens and test plate will both be mounted to an aluminum cell in the same
manner – both using a hexapod design with six skew flexures (Figure 1). Six evenly spaced,
aluminum pucks will be bonded to the side of each lens. One end of the flexures (CRES 17-4)
will then be attached to each puck and secured with a nut. The opposite end of the flexure will
be held by a clamp which the flexure can slide in and out of. This clamp will be mounted to the
inside of the cell wall. A separate picture of the flexure assembly can be seen in Fig 1.
This design allows full constraint of the lenses while keeping the slope error minimized. Looser
tolerances on the position requirements allow for simpler mounting of the flexures (using
clamps).
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Figure 1: Exploded View of Design Concept (top right) , close up of flexure assembly (top left),
fully assembled views (below)

Preliminary Assembly Plan
 The test plate will be held with a jig while mounting it to the cell.
 Bond the 6 pucks to the side of the lens at evenly spaced intervals using ES566 epoxy
and allow to cure per instructions.
 Slide one end of the flexure on to each puck and secure with a nut.
 Attach the clamps to the inside wall of the cell at 45°.
 Working with flexures opposite of each other, slide the end of the flexure into the clamp
and secure. Do not exceed 15 mm of outward pull from nominal on the flexures.
 Repeat above steps with illumination lens.
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Analysis
Flexure Angle
There were two competing factors when determining the angle to mount the flexures at. First,
the stability of the mount increases as we move from vertical to horizontal mounting. Second,
the slope error increases as the flexures move from vertical to horizontal mounting. Plots can be
found in Appendix B which depict the resonant frequency (stability) and slope error that results
from flexure mounting angles of 1° – 70°. The ideal condition would be to have low slope error
and high stability. For this reason, 45° was chosen as the mounting angle for the flexures to
compromise between the two factors.
Self Weight Deflection
The self weight deflection was calculated using CosmosWorks. Restraints were placed on the
edge of the lens where the puck/flexure assembly would be holding it. The angles of the
restraints were set to 45° and gravity was applied in the –Z direction (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Self Weight Deflection Measurement

The displacement data was post-processed using code developed by Won Hyun Park. The
Matlab program takes in a .csv file from Solidworks of the displacement values at each node of
the mesh (over the 14” clear aperture). Zernike coefficients are used to weight each node based
on the surrounding slopes. From the program, an RMS slope error of 1.9 nm/cm was found (see
Figure 3 for maps of the slope error).
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Figure 3: Slope Error Data

Flexure Thickness and Analysis
To choose the flexure thickness, a parametric model was done to determine how thin the flexure
could be. The flexure must be thick enough that it can support the lens weight without going
beyond yield strength and thin enough that it does not impart too much slope error to the lens.
The parametric model included thicknesses from 0.5mm to 3.0mm at 0.5 mm increments
Flexure Yield Strength
The mass of the lens that the flexures support is 12.7 kg. Since one flexure will support onesixth of this mass, we use 2.118 kg (or 20.78 N of force). A model was set up so the clamped
end of the flexure had a fixed constraint and the force was applied at 45° (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Yield Strength Parametric Model
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The stress plot was then looked at to determine the maximum amount of stress that would occur
at the thin point of the flexure. This was compared to the yield strength of CRES 17-4 (about
1000MPa) to determine the safety factor of the flexure. Multiple data sheets were compared (see
Appendix D for on) to determine the average yield strength.
Table 2: Thickness of Flexure vs Yield Strength Safety Factor

Thickness (mm)
Safety Factor

0.5 mm
0.3

1.0 mm
1.9

1.5 mm
2.6

2.0 mm
4.4

2.5 mm
6.5

3.0 mm
8.75

So, from this data, the thickness should remain above 1.5 mm to have a reasonable safety factor
built into the system.
Slope Error due to Flexure Thickness
Using the same parametric model, the maximum thickness was determined by seeing how much
slope error would be imparted to the lens. First, the axial stiffness of the flexure was calculated
using k =

F
. The flexure was held on the bottom (where the nut would connect it to the puck)
δx

and a 1N force was applied across the top of the flexure (Figure 5). The displacement was
calculated and results for axial stiffness can be found in Appendix E.

Figure 5: Axial Stiffness Measurement

Knowing the axial stiffness, the force that the lens will experience due to misalignment/
tolerances in the assembly can be calculated. By applying forces to the SolidWorks model, we
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find that if the force exceeds 1100N, the slope error exceeds the error budget of 9 nm/cm. The
force felt by the lens will be based on two factors- the inherent design, and the assembly
tolerances.

Figure 6: Moment/Force imparted on lens by flexure

First, there is an inherent force/moment that will be applied since the flexures must be pulled out
slightly to slide into the clamps on the side wall. The distance that the flexures will have to be
pulled based on the inherent design is 5 mm (resulting in 1.53 nm/cm of error).
Second, tolerances are needed for assembly, since it will not be a perfect fit. Using the
calculated axial stiffness, different tolerances were applied and the resulting forces were
calculated (see Appendix E for the multiple calculations). A tolerance of 10mm is reasonable
and still allows for a safety factor greater than 2.
Thickness
(mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

k (N/m)
2.01166767
9596.92898
22138.5876
37495.3131
53447.3544
68212.824

tolerance
(dx)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

F
(calculated)
0.020116677
95.96928983
221.3858756
374.9531309
534.4735436
682.1282401

Slope Error*
0.000164591
0.78520328
1.811338982
3.067798343
4.372965356
5.581049237

*A parametric model was done with specific forces, so these slope errors are extrapolated
between points
Comparing this table to our previous thicknesses chart, 2.0mm thick flexures would provide for a
safety factor of 4.4 in regards to yield strength and 3 with regards to slope error. Therefore, 2
mm thick flexures were chosen with a total error of 4.6 nm/cm. (1.53 nm/cm due to the design
+ 3.07 nm/cm due to assembly).
Combined with the error due to self weight deflection, the RSS slope error is just under
5 nm/cm, well within the requirement of 10 nm/cm.

Shear strength of Epoxy and Puck
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Appendix C gives the data sheet for ES566 epoxy, which will be used to bond the pucks to the
lenses. The shear strength of the epoxy is 11 MPa (if cured at 80°C). The mass of the lens that
the flexures support is 12.7 kg. Since one flexure will support one-sixth of this mass, we use
2.118 kg (or 20.78 N of force). Shear stress is given by:
τ=

V
A

where V = shear force (20.78N) and A = bond area. The smaller of the two pucks is on the
illumination lens and has a radius of 6.35mm, or an area of 127 mm2. The shear stress, τ, is then
found to be 0.164 MPa. This is much less than the shear strength of the epoxy (with a safety
factor of greater than 65), so the epoxy will hold.
The same analysis can be done for the puck, to ensure the weight of the lenses do not shear the
puck. The diameter of the cylindrical part of the puck is 6.096 mm, giving an area of 29 mm2.
The shear stress is then found to be 0.71 MPa. This is much less than the shear strength of 6061
aluminum (207 MPa).
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Appendix B
Resonant Frequency vs Flexure Angle
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Appendix D

Metal Type 17-4
•
•
•

Chromium-nickel grade of Stainless Steel
Hardened by a single low-temperature precipitation-hardening treatment which provides
excellent mechanical properties at a high strength level
Should not be used in the solution treated condition

Available Forms
Type 17-4 stainless steel is available in:
•
•

Bar
Wire

Specifications
Type 17-4 is covered by the following specifications:
•
•

AMS 5643
ASTM A 564 Type 630
Composition
Property
Type 17-4 %
Carbon
.07 max
Manganese
1.00 max
Phosphorus
.04 max
Sulfur
.03 max
Silicon
1.00 max
Chromium
15.50 - 17.50
Nickel
3.0 - 5.0
Copper
3.0 - 5.0
Columbium plus Tantalum.15 - .45
Mechanical Properties
Annealed H900 H1150
200,00
Tensile strength, psi
150,000
145,000
0
185,00
Yield strength, psi
110,000
125,000
0
Elongation in 2?
10%
14% 19%
Reduction of area
40%
50% 60%
Property
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Rockwell ?C? hardness

34

44

33

Appendix E
Table 3: Calculated Axial Stiffness
Thickness
F(N)
dx(m)
k (N/m)
(mm)
0.5
1
4.97E-01 2.01166767
1
1
1.04E-04 9596.92898
1.5
1
4.52E-05 22138.5876
2
1
2.67E-05 37495.3131
2.5
1
1.87E-05 53447.3544
3
1
1.47E-05
68212.824

Thickness
(mm)
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

Table 4: Calculated Slope Errors due to various tolerances
tolerance
F
dx(m)
k (N/m)
(dx)
(calculated)

F(N)
1
1
1
1
1
1

4.97E-01
1.04E-04
4.52E-05
2.67E-05
1.87E-05
1.47E-05

10 mm
tolerance

2.01166767
9596.92898
22138.5876
37495.3131
53447.3544
68212.824

tolerance
(dx)

k (N/m)

15 mm
tolerance

2.01E+00
9.60E+03
2.21E+04
3.75E+04
5.34E+04
6.82E+04

k (N/m)

20 mm
tolerance

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

2.01E+00
9.60E+03
2.21E+04
3.75E+04
5.34E+04
6.82E+04
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0.020116677
95.96928983
221.3858756
374.9531309
534.4735436
682.1282401
F
(calculated)

0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015
0.015

0.030175015
143.9539347
332.0788134
562.4296963
801.7103153
1023.19236

Tolerance
(m)
(dx)
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

F
(calculated)
0.040233353
191.9385797
442.7717512
749.9062617
1068.947087
1364.25648

Slope Error
(approximate)
0.000164591
0.78520328
1.811338982
3.067798343
4.372965356
5.581049237

Slope Error
(approximate)
0.000246886
1.177804921
2.717008473
4.601697515
6.559448035
8.371573856

Slope Error
(approximate)
0.000329182
1.570406561
3.622677964
6.135596687
8.745930713
11.16209847

